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We are supposed to believe that what we are witnessing is just one “tragic accident” after another.  We
aren’t supposed to see any sort of a pattern, and we aren’t supposed to ask any questions.  Last month,
I wrote an article about 16 mysterious �res that have happened at important food industry facilities in
the United States since the start of 2022.  Unfortunately, this trend has continued since that time.  In
fact, there have been more “accidental �res” in recent days, and I believe that the American people
deserve some answers.

On Saturday night, a “massive” �re erupted at a commercial egg farm in Minnesota.

We are being told that the structure that burned down contained “tens of thousands of chickens”…

Massive �ames burned down a barn with tens of thousands of chickens in
Wright County.

The �re started late Saturday night at Forsman Farms in Howard Lake, causing
major damage.

Like so many of the other mysterious �res that I have reported on, this �re grew to an absolutely
enormous size very, very rapidly…
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The Trebesch family thought they would spend Saturday night around their
bon�re, but just after 10 p.m. they noticed massive �ames across the �eld at
Forsman Farms.

“It was unbelievable how quick it grew, it was insane,” Andy Trebesch said. “It
was the whole sky, it was quite large.”

We are being told that there was no foul play.

Just another senseless accident.

Nothing to see here.

Of course the same explanation is being given for a “dramatic �reball” that burned a grain silo to the
ground in Washington state just a few days ago…

A spectacular �re demolished M & E Seed and Grain Co. in Prosser and left
one person with burns.

A smoldering pile of twisted metal and charred lumber was all that remained
Thursday morning after �re�ghters battled the blaze in downtown Prosser all
night.

A few �re�ghters remained at the scene to monitor the �re.

They are assuring us that this sort of thing happens all the time.

Whatever they throw at us next, be ready. Dr.
Zelenko’s new Z-DTox makes your immune system

clean, resilient, and resistant.
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So don’t try to apply common sense to any of this, because that will just confuse you.

A few days before that tragedy in Washington state, 43 rail cars that were carrying much needed
potash derailed in Alberta…

About 43 westbound Canadian Paci�c (CP) Rail cars carrying potash derailed
northeast of Fort Macleod, Alta., Sunday morning, RCMP say.

At 8:15 a.m., Mounties responded to a train derailment between Range Roads
251 and 252, near Highway 3. Fire crews and CP Rail also came to the scene,
according to police.

So what are Canadian authorities telling us about this incident?
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You guessed it!

Apparently it was just another “accident”.

R A W S A L E R T S
@rawsalerts

#BREAKING: Massive train derailment in Alberta 
Canada

#Alberta l #Canada

Authorities in Alberta Canada are at the scene and 
currently underway cleaning up after a massive train
derailment with 43 CP Rail train cars carrying 
potash detailed no injuries were reportedHOME CONTACT 
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Watch on Twitter

7:03 PM · May 23, 2022 from Alberta, Canada

1.8K Reply Share

Read 379 replies

People sure are getting careless these days, because “accidents” just keep happening time after time
after time.

And all of this is taking place at a moment in history when we are being told that we are about to
enter an absolutely horrifying global food crisis.

During recent testimony in front of the UN Security Council, the CEO of Gro Intelligence warned
that “the lowest grain inventory levels the world has ever seen” are getting even lower…

Calories = Survival. Buy 364,720 Calories of
delicious food today. Heck, buy two.
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Menker said estimates from o�cial government agencies from across the
world show that wheat inventories at 33% of annual consumption, but added
that models created by Gro Intelligence show that the �gure may actually be
closer to 20%, a level not seen since 2007 and 2008.

“It is important to note that the lowest grain inventory levels the world has
ever seen are now occurring while access to fertilizers is highly constrained,”
she said. “And drought in wheat growing regions around the world is the most
extreme it’s been in over 20 years. Similar inventory concerns also apply to
corn and other grains.”

In other words, there isn’t going to be enough food for everyone.

As I noted yesterday, we are being told that one-�fth of the entire population of the globe could soon
descend into poverty and hunger…

For months, the specter of a global hunger crisis has been looming. The war in
Ukraine is a compounding factor, blocking key value chains for food and
fertilizer just as the world reckons with the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic
on global hunger.

Add the pervasive effects of climate change to the mix, and the result is what
the United Nations is calling a “perfect storm” that risks one-�fth of the global
population – as many as 1.7 billion people – falling into poverty and hunger.

I am not the one saying that one-�fth of the global population is heading into poverty and hunger.
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It is the United Nations that is saying this.

Of course it is quite true that I have been warning that a “global famine” was coming for a very long
time, and now it is here.

David Beasley, the head of the UN World Food Program, says that his organization is already taking
food away from the hungry to feed the starving.

So what is he going to do when countless millions are starving all over the planet?

Global trends have been pushing us in this direction for years, but now the events of 2022 have greatly
accelerated the development of the “perfect storm” that we are now facing.

We are being told that things will be far worse by the end of 2022 than they are now, and you probably
don’t even want to hear about what the outlook for 2023 looks like.

You can try to ignore this growing crisis if you want, but it is not going away.

A nightmare of epic proportions has begun.  Unfortunately, this is a nightmare that is not going to end
any time soon.

Whatever they throw at us next, be ready. Dr.
Zelenko’s new Z-DTox makes your immune system

clean, resilient, and resistant.
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Find Out More

Can't Wait For Summer? You've Got To See These Pics
Ah summertime, the possibilities for fun and adventure seem infinite.
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***It is �nally here! Michael’s new book entitled “7 Year Apocalypse” is now available in
paperback and for the Kindle on Amazon.***

Article cross-posted from The Economic Collapse Blog.
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Most “Conservative” News Outlets Are on the Big
Tech Teat

Not long ago, conservative media was not beholden to anyone. Today, most sites
are stuck on the Big Tech gravy train.

I’ll keep this short. The rise of Pandemic Panic Theater, massive voter fraud, and other “taboo” topics
have neutered a majority of conservative news sites. You’ll notice they are very careful about what
topics they tackle. Sure, they’ll attack Critical Race Theory, Antifa, and the Biden-Harris regime, but you
won’t see them going after George Soros, Bill Gates, the World Economic Forum, or the Deep State,
among others.

The reason is simple. They are beholden to Big Tech, and Big Tech doesn’t allow certain topics to be
discussed or they’ll cut you off. Far too many conservative news outlets rely on Google, Facebook, and
Twitter for the bulk of their tra�c. They depend on big checks from Google ads to keep the sites
running. I don’t necessarily hold it against them. We all do what we need to do to survive. I just wish
more would do like we have, which is to cut out Big Tech altogether.

We don’t get Google checks. We don’t have Facebook or Twitter buttons on our stories. We don’t have a
YouTube Channel (banned), an Instagram pro�le (never made one), or a TikTok (no thanks, CCP). We’re
not perfect, but we’re doing everything we can to not owe anything to anyone… other than our readers.
We owe YOU the truth. We owe YOU the facts that others won’t reveal about topics that others won’t
tackle. And we owe America, this great land that allows us to take hold of these opportunities.

Like I said, I don’t hold other conservative sites under too much scrutiny over their choices. It’s easy for
people to point �ngers when we’re not the ones paying their bills or supporting their families. I just wish
there were more who would make the bold move. Today, only a handful of other major conservative
news outlets have broken free from the Big Tech teat. Of course, we need help.

The best way you can help us grow and continue to bring proper news and opinions to the people is by
donating. We appreciate everything, whether a dollar or $10,000. Anything brings us closer to a point of
stability when we can hire writers, editors, and support staff to make the America First message louder.
Our Giving Fuel page makes it easy to donate one-time or monthly. Alternatively, you can donate
through PayPal or Bitcoin as well. Bitcoin: 3A1ELVhGgrwrypwTJhPwnaTVGmuqyQrMB8

Our network is currently comprised of nine sites:

NOQ Report

Conservative PlaylistHOME CONTACT 
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Truth. Based. Media.

Freedom First Network

Based Underground

Uncanceled News

American Conservative Movement

Conservative Playbook

Our Gold Guy

We are also building partnerships with great conservative sites like The Liberty Daily and The Epoch
Times to advance the message as loudly as possible, and we’re always looking for others with which to
partner.

Some of our content is spread across multiple sites. Other pieces of content are unique. We write most
of what we post but we also draw from those willing to allow us to share their quality articles, videos,
and podcasts. We collect the best content from fellow conservative sites that give us permission to
republish them. We’re not ego-driven; I’d much rather post a properly attributed story written by experts
like Dr. Joseph Mercola or Natural News than rewrite it like so many outlets like to do. We’re not here to
take credit. We’re here to spread the truth.

While donations are the best way to help, you can also support us by buying through our sponsors:

MyPillow: Use promo code “NOQ” to get up to 66% off AND you’ll be helping a patriotic, America
First company.

ZStack: Improve your immune system with the Z-Stack protocol or rejuvenate your body from
vaccines or shedding with Z-DTox by Dr. Vladimir Zelenko.

OurGoldGuy: Tell them JD sent you in your request to buy gold and it will help us… AND (wait for it)
you’ll be helping a patriotic, America First company.

MyPatriotSupply: Stock up on long-term food, survival gear, and other things that you’ll need just in
case things don’t recover and we keep heading towards apocalypse.

We know we could make a lot more money if we sold out like so many “conservative” publications out
there. You won’t �nd Google ads on our site for a reason. Yes, they’re lucrative, but I don’t like getting
paid by minions of Satan (I don’t like Google very much if you couldn’t tell).

Time is short. As the world spirals towards The Great Reset, the need for truthful journalism has never
been greater. But in these times, we need as many conservative media voices as possible. Please help
keep NOQ Report and the other sites in the network going. Our promise is this: We will never sell outHOME CONTACT 
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America. If that means we’re going to struggle for a while or even inde�nitely, so be it. Integrity �rst.
Truth �rst. America �rst.

Thank you and God Bless, 
JD Rucker

Bitcoin: 32SeW2Ajn86g4dATWtWreABhEkiqxsKUGn
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